
Making Fish Class Supply List 

This supply list scales back what that the pattern calls so you have what you need to make 1-potentially 2 fish during 
class.  Please contact instructor, Jaimie Grazi Orland at BashfulQuilter@gmail.com with any questions about supplies 

including if you want to gather materials for multiple fish. 

 

Required supplies for class    (You can find all of these supplies at PQW) 

Pattern:   ‘Making Fish’ collage pattern by Laura Heine 

Fabric: 

- 6-10 Batik fabric strips at least 2.5-3.5” x 12” ( in multiple shades of one color or multiple colors (If you’re 
looking to bring a lot of color to your fish you may want to bring more strips).  Review sample photos below 
for variety of fish styles. 

o Note: A jelly roll would work well! You may choose to use other types of prints however most like batiks for their ability to 
create depth and movement. Please review samples pictured below when thinking about color variety and preferences. 

- Scrap of print fabric that has circular shape or polka dots or small scraps of solid white and solid black 
fabrics (to make eyes) -  Instructor will have spare fabric similar to samples to share. 

Other Supplies:  

- Big Goddess Pressing Sheet (173/4” x 24”) 

- 1 yard of 12" or 18” wide Steam a Seam 2  

- 1 yard of Pattern Ease tracing paper 

- Fabric scissors 

- Rotary cutter and ruler (at least 12”) 

- Permanent marker such as Sharpie (we will likely have plenty extra) 

Instructor will go over the additional supplies needed to finish your fish on your own such as background “water” 
fabric, batting, backing —you could refer to pattern supply list should you 
want to gather this ahead of 
time---but note this assumes 
making multiple fish. 

 

 

          Fish examples: 
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